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Socio-Material Archaeological
Networks at Çatalhöyük a
Community Detection Approach
Camilla Mazzucato*

Department of Anthropology, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, United States

Vast in scale and densely inhabited, Late Neolithic Near Eastern megasites have been

variously considered in relation to urbanity. Often viewed as failed experiments on the path

to proper urbanism or proto-urban sites, these settlements reveal few signs of hierarchical

social stratification despite their large size; as such, they represent a challenge for

the understanding of early processes of community formation and social integration.

Drawing upon a wide range of data and using socio-material network analysis as a

methodological tool, this paper explores the way the late Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük

was organized internally and specifically the way individual houses were embedded in the

wider social fabric of the site. This study sheds light on the nature of the networks of social

engagement and affiliation that emerge in the Holocene within large early agricultural

communities and the way such networks were manifested.

Keywords: Neolithic, Çatalhöyük, Near East, network analysis, community detection, cities

INTRODUCTION

What is a city? When can we talk about an “urban way of life”? And where do cities come
from? The debate surrounding “urbanism” has a long and extremely complex history. The issue
of what constitutes a city is an inexhaustible topic that is endlessly readdressed and reexamined
through a variety of lenses. Investigating urbanism, especially early urbanism, implies having to
address an array of crucially interwoven issues that encompass the processes of sedentarization, the
intensification of social complexity, the construction of new forms of personal and group identities,
negotiation and conflict resolution, the changing nature of the relationship with the natural and
the material environment and the shift to a way of life increasingly reliant on agriculture and
animal husbandry. The emergence of forms of permanent residence in population dense large-
scale settlements during the Neolithic period involved deep transformations of the hunter-gatherer
ethos and way of life, so radical that it has been suggested that the process lead to essential
cognitive transformations (see Benz and Bauer, 2013; Watkins, 2013; Sterelny and Watkins, 2015;
Benz, 2017). Processes of group integration, of community construction and establishment of
mechanisms of social regulation started very early in the Epipaleolithic and Early Neolithic (e.g.,
Kuijt, 2000; Kuijt and Goring-Morris, 2002; Hodder, 2005, 2014a, 2018; Goring-Morris and Belfer-
Cohen, 2010, 2011; Belfer-Cohen and Goring-Morris, 2011, 2013, 2017; Benz et al., 2013, 2017;
Benz, 2016; Finlayson and Makarewicz, 2017), but it is in the PPNB, with the emergence of large
clustered agglomerations (megasites), that such processes “scale-up” to an extent and an intensity
that could be interpreted as “almost urban” (Mazzucato, 2016). Jordan is home to the earliest
appearance of these settlement types, but others megasites emerged across the late Neolithic Near
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Eastern landscape and later in the Balkans (Rollefson, 2004,
2010, 2015; Bogaard and Isaakidou, 2010; Chapman, 2010;
Menotti and Korvin-Piotrovskiy, 2012; Chapman et al., 2014;
Wengrow, 2015).

Within the context of the prehistory of the Near East,
the debate surrounding “the city” has been and is still
strongly influenced by an enduring quest for the origin of the
urban phenomenon (see Bienert, 2001; Gebel, 2002; Rollefson,
2004; Yoffee, 2005; Ben-Shlomo and Garfinkel, 2009). This
search primarily developed within a predominant evolutionary
framework that views the “city” as emerging out of a linear
progression that starts with small settlements and ends up around
the 4th millennium with the large southern Mesopotamian
Bronze Age urban agglomerations (Ben-Shlomo and Garfinkel,
2009; Gaydarska, 2016, 2017; Ur, 2017). These large and socially
stratified settlements located in what is now Iraq typify the
canonical form of the early city. This process of spatial and
demographic expansion and the parallel increase in nucleation
are envisioned as the prelude to state formation and are
intimately related to the gradual emergence of hierarchically
arranged social forms (see Yoffee, 2005). Childe was the first
to observe the flourishing of Mesopotamian cities and to
describe it as an abrupt change—an “urban revolution” (Childe,
1950)—a threshold in the evolution of human social forms
that brought about a number of changes and features (e.g.,
the invention of writing and the development of centralized
administrations) (Childe, 1950). We know now that the
Mesopotamian landscape was punctuated by a number of
vast and dense population agglomerations that predate the
appearance of the 4th millennium “cities” by a millennium,
for example, Tell Brak (Wengrow, 2010; Ur, 2014, 2016,
2017). Sites like Tell Brak are usually defined as “proto-
urban” and considered part of those “successful” experiments
that flourished through the adoption of social and political
institutions to mitigate inter-community conflicts, ultimately
anticipating the advent of “proper” cities such as Uruk in
southern Mesopotamia (Oates et al., 2007; Ur, 2017). Within
this framework, population density, settlement nucleation and
the origin of centralized institutions and stratified societies
developed together and are deeply correlated. This generally
assumed strict correlation is challenged, however, by a series
of finds and settlement types (Wengrow, 2015). It is worth
noticing here, that early forms of centralized administration,
recording and storage management are attested from the 6th
millennium. BCE within small agriculture villages like Tell Sabi
Abyad in Syria (Akkermans and Verhoeven, 1995; Wengrow,
2010; Akkermans, 2014). Additionally, the Neolithic megasites
complicate this narrative, since they are both population dense,
inhabited for a long time and lack any clear sign of centralized
systems of administration or hierarchical arrangements of power.
Neolithic megasites, such as Çatalhöyük, have been variously
defined as “severe anomalies” (Fletcher, 1995. p. 189) or “dead
ends” (Ben-Shlomo and Garfinkel, 2009. p. 203) on the way to
true urbanity; alternatively, they have been viewed as proto-urban
sites or “proto-cities”: early “experiments” with social nucleation
that didn’t continue any further (Ur, 2017. p. 140). Instead, these
settlements and finds seem to point to a much more flexible and

complex scenario of multiple trajectories and experiences that
can be hardly restricted within linear and univocal narratives
and that suggest the need for a focused contextual approach
and a bottom-up perspective that rather of trying to restrict
the different settlement forms and practices within normative
categories is concerned with the way these sites were internally
organized, on which socio-material practices formed their fabric
and how they changed through time and space (Hodder, 2005;
Asouti, 2006; Düring, 2007a,b, 2013;Wengrow, 2015; Mazzucato,
2016; Der and Issavi, 2017).

This paper is part of an ongoing program of research that
explores mechanisms of social integration and group formation
within the site of Çatalhöyük. Using a socio-material network
approach and a community detection method, it is focused on
identifying and disentangling the dynamics of interconnectivity
and patterns of affiliation and cooperation between buildings and
how these reflect thematerial choices and the spatial organization
at the site. Furthermore, it aims to highlight social units larger
than the single house (e.g., neighborhoods, corporate groups
or sodalities) and to inspect the way they were embedded
within the wider site. This study contributes to the debate
regarding the way megasites were internally organized and their
forms of social integration furthermore, it contributes to the
discussion regarding forms of Neolithic corporate identities (see
Hodder and Pels, 2010; Hodder, 2014b; Bogaard, 2015; Benz
et al., 2017; Kuijt, 2018). Socio-material network methods are
used as the methodological tool for investigating these issues
because they provide the opportunity to consider connectivity
and dependencies between units of analysis in a synthetic way
that incorporates different material classes.

THE ANATOMY OF ÇATALHÖYÜK

Catalhöyük is typically considered one of the larger Near
Eastern Neolithic settlement sites (13.5 ha) (Figure 1).
First discovered and excavated by James Mellaart between
1961 and 1965, it has been investigated by the Çatalhöyük
Research Project (ÇRP) under the direction of Ian Hodder
since 1993.

The Neolithic occupation at Çatalhöyük extends for more
than a millennium (7100–6000 cal. BC) (Bayliss et al., 2015) and
is characterized by sequences of mudbrick buildings constructed
one on top of the other and, at intervals, separated by external
spaces such as middens and penning yards. Çatalhöyük shows
no signs of deliberate planning; instead, the site seems to
have developed an organic, modular arrangement through the
repetition of similar structures. Mudbrick buildings were densely
packed in a close-knit fabric that did not allow for the presence of
roads or significant open areas. As with other Neolithic megasites
(e.g., Basta, Ba’ ja, Aşiklı Höyük), Çatalhöyük’s houses formed
the center of domestic and ritual life and were characterized
by a highly regular repetition of the same elements, while at
the same time revealing smaller idiosyncrasies (in terms of size,
layout, material culture) that resulted in each house being slightly
different and independent, and having a specific identity (Asouti,
2006; Hodder, 2014a; Hodder and Farid, 2014).
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FIGURE 1 | Çatalhöyük East Mound plan. Main excavation areas highlighted in gray. (Plan: Camilla Mazzucato. Used by permission of the Çatalhöyük Research

Project).
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Despite being constructed very close to each other, houses
at Çatalhöyük are, throughout the entire sequence, easy to
distinguish spatially. Shared party walls are very rare and mainly
confined to the early levels; instead, houses are typically delimited
by independent walls (Hodder, 2005; Düring, 2007a,b). These
independent rectilinear mudbrick walls usually delimit a central
living area and smaller side rooms used for storage or food
processing. Except for some houses in the early occupation of
the site, the living area is typically divided into a northern
sector where burials, wall paintings, installations and, in general,
symbolic features were located, and a southern sector where
fire installations (e.g., ovens and hearths) are located and food
preparation and domestic activities took place (Hodder, 2005,
2013, 2014a; Hodder and Farid, 2014). Throughout the entire
sequence, houses at the site are the focus of burial activity,
symbolic elaboration, small-scale food processing, consumption
and small-scale production activity (Bogaard et al., 2009; Bains
et al., 2013; Carter and Milic, 2013; Demirergi et al., 2014). While
the houses at Çatalhöyük were clearly durable spaces in which
the concerns of the site’s inhabitants for memory and time depth
are revealed through repetitive practices, they were also dynamic
and continually evolving structures. Houses at Çatalhöyük were
repeatedly modified over the course of their occupation. Wall
installations and paintings were ephemeral features that changed
frequently, together with many of the houses’ internal structural
elements (Hodder, 2005, 2013, 2014a; Düring, 2007a,b; Hodder
and Farid, 2014).

Here some terminological clarifications should be made
before carrying on. In this study the term building and house
will be used interchangeably, and they refer to the above
described spatial unit whose modular repetition characterizes
Çatalhöyük’s clustered configuration. The term household will
point, instead, to a more flexible entity, a unit of people
or a “social group” that may or may not coincide with the
architecturally defined house, which is defined by cooperation
within the social, economic (sharing of economic resources)
and ideological “sphere” (Düring, 2007a,b; Souvatzi, 2007, 2008,
2012). In addition to the small-scale nature of consumption and
production observed, and the lack of evidence for inequalities
between houses, the modular nature of the buildings and their
remarkable uniformity suggests the possibility that buildings at
Çatalhöyük represent independent units, i.e., “discrete household
residences” (Düring, 2007b. p. 163).

While no clear evidence for social stratification has been
observed archaeologically at Çatalhöyük, horizontal differences
and variations between buildings have been detected. These
variations were first explained by Mellaart through the lens
of a stratified society. He characterized some of the most
elaborate houses he excavated as “shrines,” and the areas where
these “shrines” tended to cluster as “priestly quarters” (Mellaart,
1967). Since the beginning of the Hodder project, however,
interpretations of the differences between buildings and the
social geography of the site have diverged from those of
Mellaart. Hodder and Pels (2010) see the distinction between
ordinary houses through the lens of Lévi-Strauss’ concept of
house societies (1979); here they make a distinction between
standard houses and “history houses” and suggest the existence

of complex series of dependencies between them (Hodder and
Pels, 2010). History houses suggest a process of differentiation
involving the accumulation of social memory that is materialized
in symbolic elaborations such as wall paintings and plastered
animal installations that marked these buildings as important
focal points for community subgroups (Düring, 2007b; Hodder
and Pels, 2010). Not dissimilarly, Düring and Marciniak (2006)
highlight the role of “social associations” beyond the house as
a principle of social organization at Çatalhöyük and at other
Anatolian Neolithic sites (e.g., Aşiklı Höyük, Canhasan III).
Houses are viewed as embedded in clustered neighborhoods,
possibly as satellites of particular focal buildings (Düring and
Marciniak, 2006). Within this framework, spatial proximity
represents a very important organizing principle of the social
fabric that can be observed as it changed through time. A
similar supra- household organization is reflected in architectural
clustering and forms of ritual affiliations at other megasites,
for example at ‘Ain Ghazal (Rollefson, 2015). Less concerned
with spatial location as a factor in social organization is the
interpretation of Çatalhöyük’s social arrangement in sort of
“social mosaic” (Hodder, 2014b. p. 151) formed by “flexible
networks” (Mills, 2014. p. 179) of cross-cutting social groupings
(e.g., religious sodalities) that overlapped to form a “tightly-knit
and highly successful society” (Hodder, 2014b. p. 167). Mills
(2014) suggests that history houses acquire prestige and power
through networks of affiliations and relations with other houses.
Both Hodder and Mills envision a social structure comprised
of autonomous houses situated within cross-cutting series of
relationships and dependencies with other houses. In a similar
vein, Bogaard and co-workers refer to forms of cooperative
farming at Çatalhöyük and at other PPN-PN sites (Bogaard, 2015,
2017; Bogaard et al., 2017). Kuijt (2018) has recently suggested
that the social geography of Çatalhöyük can best be characterized
as an expression of households as multi-family houses. Applying
Lévi-Strauss’ concept of house society, Kuijt attributes specific
function to particular houses (e.g., places for burying the dead
or places for symbolic elaboration) used by an extended/multi-
family household made up of different families/components kept
together by affiliation/membership spatially spread in clusters
of structures.

Recent research at Çatalhöyük has highlighted a clear shift
in social arrangements between an early phase (pre XII level–
Levels South O/North G–before 6500 B.C) characterized by a
complex entanglement of dependencies between social groups
and a late phase during which it appears that single households
emerge as more independent units and the social organization of
the community appears more fragmented and dispersed (Levels
South P/North H- TP–after 6500 B.C.). The codified, collective
social practices observed in the early levels are abandoned and
a more autonomous, household-based expression of community
emerges (Hodder, 2013, 2014b; Marciniak, 2015; Marciniak et al.,
2015). These developments should be viewed within broader
regional and Anatolian trends, especially the overall tendency
toward household autonomy and production intensification
(Flannery, 1972, 2002; Boyd, 2005; Düring, 2006, 2007a; Kuijt,
2008; Hodder, 2013). Despite these observed temporal changes,
however, the population seems to have maintained an egalitarian
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ethos until the abandonment of the East Mound at the end of the
Neolithic (∼6000 cal. BC). For example, no major differentiation
in terms of storage capacity or intensity of production within
houses has been observed.

Relational models, such as the ones employed in the current
study, appear to well represent the set of horizontal ties that
structured society at the site, making Çatalhöyük and other
megasites an ideal place to explore the potentialities and limits
of socio-material archaeological network approaches as a means
of answering archaeological questions.

TYING THE KNOT: SOCIO-MATERIAL
SIMILARITY NETWORKS AT ÇATALHÖYÜK

Socio-material archaeological network methods fall within the
discipline of Network Science (Brandes et al., 2013). Brughmans
(2010. p. 277) defines them as a means of “detecting and
interpreting patterns of relationships between subjects of
research interest.” They are based on the premise that a series
of archaeologically observed phenomena can be abstracted as
systems that “exhibit an interdependent organization” and that,
within these systems, sets of associations between elements can
be conceptualized as links that form network models (Brandes
et al., 2013. p. 3). Network models are abstractions formed
of individual elements or entities represented as nodes (or
vertices) and connected by lines (or links/ties) that represent
some form of relation between nodes. As such, entities are
analyzed in terms of their embeddedness within sets of relations;
they are therefore never autonomous but always dependent on
the behavior of all the other entities and their connections
(Borgatti et al., 2009; Marin and Wellman, 2011). This type of
approach is built on the observation that, instead of focusing
on entities in isolation, analyzing the connections or the set of
relations between them provides a much deeper understanding
of the dynamics of specific phenomena (Borgatti et al., 2009;
Knappett, 2011; Brughmans, 2013; Mol, 2014; Collar et al., 2015;
Brughmans et al., 2016).

At Çatalhöyük the entities/nodes in the network are
represented by individual buildings whose relationships to other
buildings are established based on the repeating of specific
material features. Socio-material networks are, therefore, traced
through similarities between material culture and through the
co-occurrence of specific features that are used as the way
of constructing links among entities. Individual buildings at
Çatalhöyük have been chosen as the major system entities
(nodes) because they are the key component of the social
fabric and, despite differences and changes through time, they
represent the main and enduring principle of social organization
(Tringham, 2000; Hodder and Pels, 2010; Souvatzi, 2012; Düring,
2013; Baird et al., 2016). The house—with its location in
the landscape and the materials associated with it—offers the
necessary link for network modeling. Thus, it is the “materiality,
spatiality, historicity, and specificity” of buildings that make them
appropriate analytical units at the site (Souvatzi, 2012. p. 4).

The material features that are used to establish relationships
between buildings and to infer their shared affiliation, have been

TABLE 1 | Objects/practices.

Category Features (presence/absence)

Architecture Shape of buildings

Location of highest platform

Location of platform with the highest amount of burials

Location of benches

Location of posts

Location and typology of oven

Location and type of bins

Separation between oven and hearth

Presence of screen/kerb in the main room

Elaboration on the West wall

Burnt status

South-West corner

Burials Isolated heads in burials

Headless bodies

Wooden plank

Rodents

Red ochre

Cinnabar

Heads in tertiary contexts

Foundation burials

Presence of secondary burials

Shells in burials, types

Faunal

remains

Birds

Deer antlers

Specific parts of animals (e.g., wolf paw)

Bone fish hook

Bone harpoon

Bone pendants

Botanical

remains

Lentils

Peas

2-raw naked barley

Emmer

Acorns

Almonds

Crucifex

Obsidian Obsidian hoards

Bifaces in hoards

Projectiles at abandonment

Opposed platform blades

Opposed platform blade core

Pressure blade

Pressure blade/lever

Pressure blade long

Mirrors

Evidence of manufacture

Chert Flint dagger

Evidence of manufacture

Pressure-Lever technique

Percussion technique

Percussion-Indirect technique

Knife pressure technique

Knife indirect percussion technique

Knife pressure crutch technology

Knife pressure

Personal

adornment

Evidence of manufacture of beads

Butterfly beads

Decorated boar tusk collar

Beads shells

Wood Type

Bricks Brick types

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Category Features (presence/absence)

Paintings Paint type (net, honeycomb, zigzag, bricks, headprints,

anthropomorphic, vulture, bull, leopard, rhomb, checker

board, triangles)

Paint location

Installations Installation type

Installation location

Groundstone Maceheads

Decorated querns

Palettes

Quern

Cluster of pebbles

Pottery Pottery placement

Pottery placement location

Figurines Anthropomorphic figurine in cluster of objects

Closure

practices

Placed dismantled installations

Placed scapulae

Dumped feasting remains

Placed items ground stone

Spread of cattle bones/abandonment

Generic clusters on floor at abandonment

Missing closing deposits

Oven closure (and bin) preserved and filled

Spread of botanical remains

Closure deposit in oven

selected from the full range of archaeological data recorded
at Çatalhöyük between 1993 and 2017 (Table 1). These data
should be understood as the “material traces” of the processes
of producing “social relations” in everyday life (Joyce, 2015. p.
185) and as footprints of the “choices in the way people engaged
with objects” and of the act of reproducing social relations
(Mills, 2016. p. 247). They represent situated practices indicating
communalities that link households to form communities within
the overall site (Pollock, 2006). Using all the material classes
together has the advantage of considering all materials in a sort of
“flat,” non-hierarchical way that avoids dichotomizing the dataset
between ritual and domestic or private and public. At Çatalhöyük
these differences (e.g., between domestic and ritual) are always
difficult to disentangle and various elements are intertwined in
such a manner that separating or differentiating between them is
impossible (Hodder, 2014a).

This approach is based on the assumption that the higher
the level of similarity between buildings, the higher the
probability that they were somehow affiliated; this assumption
forms the basis of previous archaeological network analyses
(see Östborn and Gerding, 2014 for a review and Mills
et al., 2018; Giomi and Peeples, 2019 for recent applications).
Furthermore, this approach acknowledges that the complexity
of Çatalhöyük’s history can be grasped only by combining
the widest possible number of datasets, even if they are not
obviously related, and that a relational and contextual process of
“assemblage” of strands of evidence is needed to produce robust
interpretations (Hodder, 2014a, 2015).

A large part of this dataset is based on the architectural
elements that form the structure of houses (e.g., location of ovens

and benches or location of highest platforms) as well as the burial
assemblages within them (e.g., the presence of secondary burial
types or pigments or of specific shell species). Additionally, a
vast range of other object types and data categories that form the
assemblages of buildings have been used to create connections
(Table 1). Somematerial features have been selected because they
represent a sort of variation from the normative setting of houses,
for example ovens located in the southern part of buildings is
not recorded in this network dataset because this represents the
usual location of fire installations at Çatalhöyük. In contrast, the
presence of ovens located in the northern sector of buildings, or
ovens that shift to the southwest corner, have been recorded as
they provide more information on variations in practice on site.

It should be highlighted here that this approach acknowledges
that network models created using archeological data are
different from straightforward social networks in that they aim
to reconstruct social dynamics, but they can only be created
using material culture as a proxy for social relations (Knappett,
2011, 2016; Brandes et al., 2013; Hodder and Mol, 2015; Peeples
et al., 2016; Van Oyen, 2016). Strictly speaking, these networks
are neither social nor material but “socio-material” in nature
(Knappett, 2011). In this method, society andmaterial culture are
conceived as interdependent systems.

For the purpose of this research I will use two different types
of networks: 2-mode networks and 1-mode weighted networks
of both buildings and artifacts (Figure 2). All the buildings
excavated by the ÇRP are arranged within three main temporal
groupings or periods (early, middle, late) (Table 2). These
“macro-phases” are obtained by collapsing several stratigraphic
levels at Çatalhöyük into larger chronological periods in order
to generate networks that are chronologically consistent and
populated by an adequate number of nodes for analysis.

For each macro-phase the presence/absence of specific objects
or practice are recorded as a nodelist (nodelist2 – UCINET)
(Figure 2A) which is then displayed as a 2-mode network
(Figure 2B). 2-mode or affiliation networks are made of two
different type of nodes, in this case buildings and “objects,” and
of ties that link directly only the different node types (Borgatti
and Everett, 1997; Prell, 2012; Borgatti et al., 2013). The 2-
mode network can be then projected as a weighted 1-mode
network of buildings (Figure 2C) or “objects” (Figure 2D); for
the purpose of this article I will focus on both the weighted
network of buildings and of objects. The 1-mode network of
buildings links individual buildings (nodes) through weighted
ties; the weight of ties is determined by the number of objects
shared by dyads of buildings. The projected 1-mode network
of “objects” links the artifacts/practices that are recorded as co-
present in the same building. Therefore, the weight of links
represents in these networks the amount of buildings shared
by dyads of artifacts. These extracted 1-mode networks are
proper archaeology similarity networks (ASN) as described by
Prignano et al. : “spatial networks derived as the one-mode
version (projection) of (weighted) bipartite networks” (Prignano
et al., 2017. p. 5), even if, for this study 1-mode networks are the
result of the projection binary bipartite networks.

Two-mode networks are largely used for this study as a useful
tool for better observing the way objects bring building together
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FIGURE 2 | Relevant objects and buildings are recorded and arranged in a nodelist format (UCINET) (A) and displayed as a 2-mode network (B). 2-mode networks or

affiliated networks are made of 2 type of nodes in this case of buildings and objects that are linked (affiliated) to one another. The 2-mode network can be converted in

weighted 1-mode networks of buildings (C) or objects (D). The weighted 1-mode network of buildings links the building (nodes) that share the same objects. The

weight of links represents the amount of object that link each couple of buildings. The 1-mode network of objects on the contrary links the object that are co-present

in the same building and the weight of the link correspond to the number of buildings shared by couple of objects.
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TABLE 2 | Çatalhöyük phases/levels and macro-phases used as chronological

frame in network construction (early, middle, late).

Temporal groupings
of levels

South North Cal BC

Final TP.O-R and TPC

Trenches 1 and 2

(B109 and 115)

6300–5950 BC

Late GDN North.H,I,J

and IST

6500–6300 BC

South.T. TP.N. TPC

B110 and B150

South.S. TP.M. TPC

B150 and B122

South.R

South.Q

South.P

Middle South.O North.F, G 6700–6500 BC

South.N

South.M

Early South.L 7100–6700 BC

South.K

South.J

South.I

South.H

South.G

Mellaart level system was substantially reframed by the ÇPR after the 2008 season

using the fine stratigraphic details gained during the Hodder years and the most recent

understanding of the site’s material culture (Farid, 2014a).

in networks; they are a more transparent way of investigating the
relationship between “people” and artifact types within “mutually
constitutive networks” (Knappett, 2011; Mol, 2014. p. 89).

Community detection analysis has been performed only on
1-mode weighted networks of buildings to determine clusters
of buildings that show a tighter material connectivity between
themselves compared to buildings that belong to other groups.
Generally, networks are not binarized since weights of ties
provide the research with extremely important information
regarding the intensity or possibly duration of connection
(Peeples and Roberts, 2013).

DETECTING COMMUNITIES IN
NETWORKS

Social networks tend to have a highly inhomogeneous structure
characterized by an arrangement that appears to naturally
subdivide into areas of tightly interconnected nodes and,
subsequently, of high concentration of edges. These groups
of nodes, that are very dense within themselves but display
exiguous connection with other groups are called communities,
clusters or modules (Newman, 2003a, 2006; Fortunato, 2010).
Therefore, within communities, nodes display a higher intensity
of interaction and as such, they have a much higher probability
of forming links with their neighborhood nodes than with
vertices outside of their community (Newman and Girvan,
2004; Newman, 2006, 2016; Fortunato and Hric, 2016) A wide

number of methods and algorithms are now available and
routinely used to expose community structure of networks and
to perform community detection in different types of networks
(see Lancichinetti and Fortunato, 2009, 2011; Fortunato, 2010;
Fortunato and Hric, 2016; Yang et al., 2016 for a complete
review ofmethods and critical analysis). Thesemethods are based
on different criteria and different ideas of what a community
is. Among this variety of different tools modularity-based
methods and algorithms that point to its optimization, are very
popular and effective approaches to the problem of identifying
communities in networks of modularity (Girvan and Newman,
2001; Newman, 2006, 2016). They are based on the quantification
of modularity values and its consequent maximization (Newman
andGirvan, 2004; Newman, 2006; Brandes et al., 2007; Fortunato,
2010). Modularity-based approaches are based on the idea that
the best way to partition a network is to compare the structure
and density of edges of an observed network with the density of
edges expected if they formed purely by chance (Newman, 2006.
p. 8578; Newman and Girvan, 2004). Modularity values capture a
quantitation of such observation and they essentially measure the
“number of edges that fall in within groups minus the expected
number in an equivalent network if edges were placed at random”
(Newman, 2006. p. 8578). Therefore, the modularity approach
implies that the community structure of a network is always
defined in comparison to a random similar network (Fortunato,
2010). Modularity is, additionally, a “quality function” that
measures the “goodness” of network partitions and positive
and “preferably” high scores of modularity are considered
good indicators of sound and significant community structure
(Newman, 2006. p. 8578; Fortunato, 2010). The optimization
of this value is therefore the objective of a wide number of
algorithms that seek to approximate to the maximum value
of modularity possible (Qmax) as a way of decomposing the
structure of a network. Modularity optimization algorithms are
by far the widely used methods for community detection and
they have been tested and extended to be used with weighted
networks (Brandes et al., 2007; Lancichinetti and Fortunato,
2009; Yang et al., 2016). The method that has been proved to
perform extremely well in comparison to both other modularity
maximization methods (e.g., simulating annealing or Girvan
and Newman) and algorithms based on different approaches
(e.g., spectral algorithm, or Markov cluster algorithm) is the
Louvain or multilevel algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008; Yang et al.,
2016). This is a “greedy” optimization approach that achieves
community modularity maximum in two steps: first, it takes
into account all the nodes in the network and then, in the
second step of the process, it utilizes the partitions obtained
in the first phase to obtain a final maximum modularity score
(Blondel et al., 2008). Due to this multilayered process and
ability of capturing modularity at different levels of resolution
this method is regarded as one of the most flexible methods
of network decomposition. The layers of community detection
are all to be regarded as meaningful partitions and allow
for a multi-resolution observation of the network structure
(Blondel et al., 2008).

Furthermore it has been demonstrated, through comparison
with other detection methods using specific benchmark
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networks, that the Louvain algorithm, even with some problems
with resolution, performs very well with networks that have few
nodes, such as that of Çatalhöyük, achieving both accuracy and
a fast computing rate (Fortunato and Barthélemy, 2007; Blondel
et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2016).

Together with the Qmax value the Louvain algorithm, like
other community detection methods, returns a community
partition element that assigns each node to amodule/community.
In this study a number of algorithms for community detection
were evaluated (infomap, Girvan and Newman) (Yang et al.,
2016); the one that performed the best on the Çatalhöyük
dataset both in terms of modularity score and partitions
obtained was the Louvain community detection method.
Louvain Qmax was calculated using R (igraph package) while
Visone (Brandes and Wagner, 2004) was used to work on
the partitions.

MODULARITY VALIDATION—NETWORK
PERMUTATIONS AND ASSORTATIVITY

For the purpose of this paper, a 2-fold strategy addressing both
the Qmax value and the attribution of buildings to modules, has
been used to investigate/validate the results obtained applying
the Louvain algorithm to the three macro-phase networks
at Çatalhöyük.

First, the Qmax values of modularity of the early, middle and
late networks are compared against a null model, specifically a
“replica” dataset created through a process of edge permutations
(randomization) that kept some of key characteristics of the
networks constant (size and overall degree distribution) and
randomizes the measurements of interest (Croft et al., 2011;
Farine, 2017). As previously outlined, according to modularity
methods, community structure in an observed network is
defined against the modular arrangement of equivalent random
networks (RN). The Qmax of the empirical network is interpreted
as revealing a significant network community structure if it
is substantially larger than the RNs Qmax (Fortunato and
Barthélemy, 2007; Fortunato, 2010). In this regard, it should be
stressed that large values of modularity don’t always correlate to
a significant “community structure” and that networks that are
characterized by a clear modular structure display very low values
of modularity (Fortunato, 2010. p. 39). Community structure can
be present even with very low Qmax, though a high value would
be preferable (Newman, 2006).

For this study, RNs were created using a process of local
edge reshuffling namely randomly rearranging the observed
interactions between pair of nodes. In order to create a set
of comparable RNs, the permutation process was constrained
for both size and degree distribution that are kept the same
as the observed network. Permutations were performed in R
using the package “tnet” through a link reshuffling procedure
(Figure 3; Lusseau et al., 2008; Opsahl, 2009; Opsahl and
Panzarasa, 2009; Farine, 2017; Radivojević and Grujić, 2018).
The edge permutation process was repeated 1,000 times for
each macro-phase network; for each permutated network, Qmax

was calculated using the Louvain method (R–igraph package)

(Csardi and Nepusz, 2006); frequencies of RNs Qmax were
then plotted and compared to the Qmax of the observed
networks (Figure 4). The obtained values were very low and not
significantly larger than those of the RNs for all three networks.
These results come as no surprise given the highly interconnected
nature of the networks studied and their expectedly weak
community structure. However, a qualitative assessment of
the partitions obtained performing modularity optimization
leads to the conclusion that even if extremely low, modularity
structure is present, and it should be further considered. Chiefly,
the strong spatial character of the components isolated by
the Louvain method supports a further investigation of the
network partitions.

In order to investigate further the modularity results,
specifically the assignment of buildings to modules and to verify
whether these differ from random, a new set of random networks
(100) were generated using a similar process of network edge
re-sampling (R–tnet package). The probability that couple of
buildings are assigned to the same communities in RNs and in
the observed networks is, then, estimated using the assortativity
measure on weighted networks (R–assortnet package) (Newman,
2003b; Farine, 2014; Shizuka et al., 2014).

Assortativity has been used to measure the robustness of
community structure and quality of sampling strategy in animal
societies (Farine, 2014; Shizuka et al., 2014; Shizuka and Farine,
2016). For the purpose of this research assortativity gave us a
measure of the similarity of the dyadic associations of buildings
to partitions in the empirical network to the one obtained if the
network is randomized. Assortativity, in its weighted version, is a
value that ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the perfect coincidence
of buildings to partitions in the RNs and in the observed network
and 0 when the attributions are fully divergent (Farine, 2014;
Shizuka et al., 2014). In order to obtain assortativity values for
the created networks (early andmiddle) a newmatrix was created
where 1 is assigned every time dyads of buildings are found in the
same community in the 100 replica networks. Themembership to
modules is then compared to the one of the empirical networks
and assortativity calculated.

RESULTS

Early Levels (7100–6700 BC)
The early levels network is formed by eight buildings (Table 3;
Figure 5) confined in a restricted geographical area in the central
part of the South Area (Figure 1). The South Area is the part of
the East Mound that was originally excavated by James Mallaart
during the 1960s (Mellaart, 1963, 1964, 1966, 1967) and that
was reopened by the ÇRP at the beginning of the 1990s. The
early network is, therefore, mainly formed of buildings that have
been partially excavated byMellaart andmore recently completed
by the ÇRP (B.18, B.43, B.23, and B.2). Additionally, almost
all of them, but B.2, are part of deep sequences of overlapping
reconstructed buildings whose excavation has been, for the most
part, carried out in the 1960s (B.17, B.6, B.24, S.10; B.18, B.16,
B.7, B.20, S.8; B.23, B.22, B.21, B.8, S.1) (Farid, 2007a,b,c,d;
Hodder, 2007). Of these long sequences the buildings included
in the early network have been attributed to three levels (South
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FIGURE 3 | Example of the process of network randomization through link reshuffling. Middle network (A observed, B,C reshuffled).

J, South K, and South L) (Table 3) (Farid, 2014a; Hodder and
Farid, 2014). They are B.18 and B.23 that are contemporary
abutting and communicating buildings that lay directly above
the early penning area (enclosed area where very likely animals
were kept) revealed through the 1990s deep sounding (Sp.181)
(Cessford, 2007), and the two overlapping buildings B.17, B.6.
B.17, is similarly to B.18 laying to a possible penning space
(Sp.620) (Taylor, 2017). Furthermore, part of the early network is
the B.43, B.160, and B.161 sequence fully excavated by the ÇRP in
recent years (Farid, 2014b; Taylor, 2017) and B.2 that differently
from the other buildings, was constructed over amidden area and
never rebuilt (Farid, 2007b).

Modularity

The Louvain method of modularity maximization performed in
Visone on the weighted early network yielded results on two
levels. The first level, that corresponds to the global maximum, is
constituted of two clusters (Figure 5B) and the second one which
represents the intermediate step in the process of community
decomposition, is formed by three modules (Blondel et al., 2008;
Figure 5C). The observed early network obtained a very low
modularity score (Qmax = 0.073) (Figure 4A) that, given the
highly interconnected nature of the Çatalhöyük early data is
not an unexpected result. The very low QEmax speaks to the
overall high degree of connectivity of the early buildings and to
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Network Observed
mean

RNs mean and
standard deviation

One-sample t

test result
Early (A) m = 0.073 m = 0.047 sd = 0.027 t(999) = −30.99 p = 0.0001

Middle (B) m = 0.066 m = 0.107 sd = 0.013 t(999) = 102.95 p = 0.0001

Late (C) m = 0.039 m = 0.157 sd = 0.068 t(1000) = 54.33 p = 0.0001

FIGURE 4 | Continued

FIGURE 4 | Frequencies of RNs Louvain maximum modularity scores

compared to the result obtained on the three empirical networks (A early

network; B middle network, C late network). The blue vertical line marks the

modularity value calculated on the observed early, middle and late networks.

The Qmax value of the early buildings network appears to be statistically

significantly higher than the mean of the distribution of the RNs modularity, in

contrast both the Qmax score of the observed middle and late networks are

significantly lower than the mean of the RN Qmax distributions.

TABLE 3 | Early, middle, and late network buildings.

Building Level Macro-phase

2 South K Early

6 South L

17 South J

160 South K

18 South J

23 South J

161 South J

43 South L

1 North G Middle

5 North F

3 North G

49 North G

50 South M

52 North G

59 North G

76 South O

77 North G

79 South O

80 South O

89 South N

96 South O

97 South O

102 North G

114 North G

131 North G

132 North F

65 South Q Late

56 South R

44 South S

58 North H

75 South P

42 South R

60 North H

the weak pattern of community association and structure. The
algorithmically extracted communities are very interconnected
between themselves. The very lowmodularity value is matched by
an assortativity value of 0, which means that if we create random
networks equivalent to our observed one, we performmodularity
maximization on them and compare the probability that couple
of buildings belong to the same partition in the RN and in
the empirical one, we almost never get the same result value.
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FIGURE 5 | Early network (A). Louvain algorithm partition: layer 1 (B) and layer 2 (C). Early network overlapped to the South Area excavation map (South L) (D).

Therefore, the observed co-presence of buildings in communities
differ substantially from the attribution to partitions in RN.

The first step of the analysis returned two modules
(Figure 5B–yellow and pink module) that divide the network
into two blocks of buildings B.161, B160, B.6, and B.17
(Figure 5B–yellow module) and buildings B.43, B.18, B23, and
B.2 (Figure 5–pink module). The second layer, which is the
intermediate step in the modularity maximization appears to

provide a good representation of the data and it is made of three
modules: the pink module is the same as the previous maximum
modularity level, while the yellow one is now divided into
two communities (blue and gray modules) formed by couples
of overlapping buildings (B.6–B.17 and B.160–B.161). When
observing the distribution of material assemblages in the early
2-mode network and in the materials network (Figures 6A–C)
it can be observed that the pink module is characterized by the
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FIGURE 6 | Early network of buildings (A), 2-mode early network (B), and early network of objects (C) (The codes used are in the Supplementary Material).

repeating of specific practice: the location of ovens in the south
west corner of buildings together with the presence of underfloor
obsidian hoards, the location of burials in the oven area and the
quite widespread abandonment practice of putting a projectile
point in the pits obtained by the removal of the building posts.

Similarly, the yellow community is defined by recurring
practices: the location of a protruding oven in the northeast area
of the building, the presence of unusual burial practices, such as
including a wooden plank either above or below the body, or the
use of pigment, or the presence on the body of a vast amount
of small digested rodent bones that were probably introduced in
the burials as carnivore scat (Jenkins, 2012). The intermediate
modularity layer provides the opportunity to further investigate
the yellow module, which is divided at this stage of the analysis

into pairs of overlapping buildings: B.161 and B.160, and B.17
and B.6, both share the same footprints and are part of a deep
sequence of rebuilds.

Geographical patterns are difficult to observe in this network,
nevertheless, it should be noted that in building S.VIII.31
(Figure 5C), the “red shrine” excavated by Mellaart in the 1960s
(Mellaart, 1966. p. 180), and abutting to the right the stack
of buildings B.43, B.160, and B.161 and possibly contemporary
with B.43, shows some of the material associations that define
the yellow module that are very rare on site (wooden plank,
microfauna, or red pigment in burials). These sets of material
practices seem then to define a group of buildings that cluster in
space. Regarding the attribution of B.43 to the pink community, it
should be said that this building, partially excavated by Mellaart
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FIGURE 7 | Middle network (A). Louvain algorithm partition (B) and middle network overlapped to the South and North Area excavation map (South O – North G) (C).

as S.VII.27 and left exposed to erosion for a long before being
completely excavated by the ÇRP, is a difficult building that
weakly connects to the other ones.

Middle Levels (6700–6500 BC)
The middle levels at Çatalhöyük are a group of quite
homogeneous levels that represent what could be called
“classical” Çatalhöyük with its characteristic explosion of
symbology within houses. This chronological slice predates the
6500 B.C. period that marks one of the most clearly manifested
and widely observed social change at the site (Hodder, 2014a,b).
The middle network is made of 18 nodes (Table 3; Figure 7); it is
the biggest of the networks under study in terms of both number
of nodes and amount of material. Whereas, the early network was
spatially constrained to the South Area, the middle one spreads
over the South and North Areas and chronologically spans
through five levels (Figure 7C). The middle network is almost
completely composed of buildings that have been excavated by
the ÇRP, seven of which have been fully excavated. Despite its
extent, it is the denser and the most uniform of the networks

generated and many of the richest in burials and most elaborated
buildings that have been studied by the ÇRP are included
within this network (e.g., B.1, B.49, B.52, or B.77). The middle
network expands mainly horizontally and differently from the
early network, few are the sequences of overlapping buildings
present, the only exceptions being B.1 and B.5 and B.77 that
was, even if much smaller in size, constructed over the earlier
B.132. The lack of depth of the network is due to the excavation
strategy that was designed to investigate the widest part possible
of the site.

Modularity

Within the middle network the Louvain algorithm detected one
community level made of three distinctive modules (purple,
green, and orange modules–Figure 7B). The overall modularity
maximum is very low (Qmax = 0.066), significantly lower than
expected by chance (Figure 4B). The middle network is a dense
and highly interconnected network and, similarly to the early
network, the very low value of Qmax is not unexpected. The
low modularity value is matched by a very low assortativity
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FIGURE 8 | Middle network green module (A). 2-mode network (B – size of nodes according to degree centrality) and object network (C) (The codes used are in the

Supplementary Material).

value (0.024). Similarly to the early network the observed co-
presence of buildings in communities differ substantially from
the RNs partitions.

The green module (Figures 7, 8) is the biggest of the three
modules and includes 44% of all the nodes in the network. It is

geographically centered in the North Area (B.1, B.3, B.5, B.49,
B.59, B.132, and B. 114) but one of its nodes (B.50) is situated in
the South Area. B.5 is constructed over the footprint of B.1, this is
the only overlapping buildings belonging to the same module of
the middle network. If we analyze the materials that link these
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FIGURE 9 | Middle network orange module (A). 2-mode network (B size of nodes according to degree centrality) and object network (C) (The codes used are in the

Supplementary Material).

buildings together (Figures 8B,C) we notice that the buildings
of the green group share groups of practices: a preference for
the location of the highest platform and the burial platform in
the northwestern corner of the building, the presence of sub-
floor obsidian hoards and of headless bodies in burials. The green
module is additionally characterized by a high diversity of chert
sources in buildings. B.50 in the South Area connects to the core
of the module in the North Area through the shared presence of
bird bones in burials and crane bones in the building together
with the occurrence of sub-floor obsidian hoards.

The orange module is also centered in the North Area
(Figures 7, 9) and is composed of four buildings (B.77, B.131,
B.52, and B.96) one of which (B.96) situated in the South Area.
If we look at the material assemblages (Figure 9B,C) that keep
buildings together in this community, we observe a preference
for situating the highest burial platform in the northeast part
of the building, all three North Area buildings are burnt and
they share a preference for using peas as a legume. B.96 links
to the North Area through similar mural painting motifs and
burial practices such as the presence of isolated crania in
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building and a secondary deposition type that remain quite rare
on site.

The third module (purple module) (33%) (Figures 8, 10) is,
differently from the other two, centered in the South Area (B.80,
B.76, B.79, B89) only B.102 is located in the northwest corner of
the North Area (B.102 is however a problematic building and the
attribution to this module very dubious). The buildings assigned
to the purple module stretch over three levels: South O/North G
and South N. This South Areamodule is held together by an array
of materials, above all specific architectural features and the burnt
status at abandonment (Figures 10B,C).

The analysis outlined above highlights several points: first,
the middle network is very poorly structured and buildings
within it are extensively interconnected and homogeneous in
their material assemblages, however the algorithm was able to
extract communities that are clearly defined spatially; the three
Louvain modules are formed by clusters of buildings adjacent in
space. Even so, communities show interconnectivity that cross
cut the local community too. Both B.50 and B.96 connect to
building in the North Area through a set of practices that in
the case of B.50 are obsidian hoards, bird bones, diversity in
chert source and specific chert manufacturing technique and
in the case of B.96 regard type of mural paintings and specific
burial practices like the presence of isolated heads in burials and
secondary depositions (Figures 8, 9).

In terms of connectivity the orange and the green modules
(North Area) are the most interconnected while the purple
module is the most isolated and homogeneous of the three.
This may suggest a difference between the North and the
South Areas regarding sets of affiliations. The existence of
separate communities inhabiting the two northern and southern
prominences of the East Mound has been suggested previously
on the basis of skeletal traits (Pilloud and Larsen, 2011).

Late Levels (6500–6300 BC)
The late network is the most problematic of the networks
generated in this study. It is the smallest of the three (7
nodes) (Table 3; Figures 11A, 12A–C) and it is still in the
process of being integrated. All seven buildings that make
up the late network have been excavated by the ÇRP and
the three overlapping ones (B.44, B.56, and B.65) have been
fully excavated. Chronologically it develops through five levels
(Table 3; Figure 11C) and geographically it stretches to theNorth
and South Areas (Figure 11C). The late chronological grouping
follows the changes that mark the 6500 cal. BC. The core of the
network is formed by a highly interconnected stack of building
(B.44, B.56, and B.65) that were constructed one on top of the
other following a similar architectural footprint. This sequence
of buildings represents the perfect example of building continuity
at Çatalhöyük. B.75 is the earliest of the buildings in the network
and, like B.60, is heavily truncated.

Modularity

The community detection algorithm returned one layer formed
of three communities (Figures 11B,C). As it will be discussed
later the late network modules are not made of clusters of
proximate buildings but, excluding the higher interconnected

light green module (Figure 11B), the other communities are
formed by two buildings each, one located in the South and
one in the North area (blue module—B.75, B.58 and pink
module–B.42 and B.60). The modularity score (Qmax = 0.039) is
extremely low as expected (assortativity has not been calculated
given the still transitional nature of this network). If we look
at the materials that keep the network together, we realize that
only the light green module shares a wide number of practices,
while the pink module is very weakly interconnected and B.42
and B.60 share only the presence of secondary burials. B.42
is the building where the only plastered skull discovered at
Çatalhöyük has been found (Sadarangani, 2013). Buildings in the
blue module (B.58 and B.75) similarly share only the presence of
the evidence of beads manufacture. Both the blue and the pink
networks interact more with the main light green module than
between themselves.

UNRAVELING THE KNOT: DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSIONS

Within the field of urban studies, Neolithic megasites have been
view primarily as anomalies. While they were vast and densely
populated settlements, they lack most of the characteristics that
have been linked to the classic definition of “urbanity” as it
appears in the south of Mesopotamia during the 4th millennium.
The density and vastness of their occupation, the fact that these
sites were able to sustain highly intense social interactions for
centuries through fully integrated social, economic, material
and “political” practices, still raises important questions and
challenges classic linear models of urbanity.

What were the principles of social integration of these large
fundamentally egalitarian sites, and what can they tell us about
the process of early urbanity? While the developments of the
Neolithic period were not standardized but instead represent a
long-lasting, polycentric and multifaceted process (Gebel, 2002,
2004; Asouti, 2007; Asouti and Fuller, 2013; Finlayson and
Makarewicz, 2017), it is nevertheless the case that the Çatalhöyük
dataset provides the opportunity to investigate such questions
and offers a glimpse of the mechanisms that promoted and
allowed the co-residency of a large amount of people in vast early
agricultural settlements.

Based on the results of this research, several conclusions
can be made. First, the community detection analysis has
highlighted a modularity partition essentially based on spatial
proximity. Within the highly interconnected system of networks
at Çatalhöyük, the modularity maximization algorithm was able
to isolate groups of buildings that were related or were interacting
more intensely among themselves than with buildings belonging
to other sub-communities; these groups (modules/communities)
are made of spatially adjacent buildings. Neighboring buildings
are embedded in dense sets of material connections that
differentiate them from other clusters of adjacent buildings.
It should be remembered that, for the purpose of this study,
intensity of interaction is measured in terms of similarities
of material culture. Therefore, the modularity decomposition
analysis highlights that buildings that look alike in terms of
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FIGURE 10 | Middle network purple module (A). 2-mode network (B size of nodes according to degree centrality) and object network (C) (The codes used are in the

Supplementary Material).
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FIGURE 11 | Late network (A). Louvain algorithm partition: layer 1 (B) and layer 2 (C). Early network overlapped to the South Area excavation map.

material assemblages and therefore aremore intensely connected,
are close in space. This ismainly visible in themiddle layers where
the geographical extent of the network gives us the opportunity of
observing it, but it is likewise evident in the early network where
communities, nevertheless, are spatially defined and are formed
by buildings that are geographically adjacent.

As such, the location of buildings within the site appears
to be an important organizing principle at Çatalhöyük.
Throughout the duration of the settlement, spatial proximity
was very likely to have been promoted actively within the
community as a means of organizing social relations and
constructing the built environment. A strong commitment
to place as a structuring principle is additionally evident
in the intense material connections of stacks of overlapping
buildings that persists through time. Buildings repeatedly
constructed on the footprint of earlier ones are, for the most
part, assigned to the same community (only B.43 represents
an exception).

Spatial proximity seems to be less of an important settlement-
shaping principle in the late levels, although caution is required

in the interpretation of the results for this phase given the small
sample size. The communities isolated by the algorithm within
the late network underscore the strong continuity of connectivity
through the three overlapping buildings B.44, B.56, and B.65
and a much sparser geographical communities of buildings. This
change in the spatially clustered nature of the algorithmically
detected communities might be the result of the less dense
built environment that characterizes the end of the East Mound
occupation sequence (Hodder, 2013, 2014b; Marciniak et al.,
2015). Additionally, the late network is the most fragmented
and the least connected of the three constructed networks and
when it is binarized most of the nodes get disconnected and
almost only the sequence of overlapping buildings (B.44, B.56,
and B.65) maintains high connectivity. It should be, however,
said that some of the buildings of the TPC, TP, and GDN Areas
(Figure 1) that comprise a large part of the excavated late and
final Çatalhöyük buildings and that, at this stage of the analysis,
couldn’t be added, show some repetition of practices that follow
a clear geographical pattern (e.g., Baranski et al., 2015; Baranski,
2016). Among these practices it is worthwhile mentioning the
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FIGURE 12 | Late network of buildings (A), 2-mode early network (B), and early network of objects (C) (The codes used are in the Supplementary Material).

habit of inserting an entire pot in the floor in the vicinity of the
oven, a practice that is repeated in neighboring buildings B.44,
B. 65, B.75, B.42, B.150, B.142, and B.81 and that has not been
recorded anywhere else in the site (Yalman et al., 2013; Hodder
and Farid, 2014).

Similarities between local groups of buildings have been
observed frequently at the site (e.g., Tung, 2013; Yalman et al.,
2013; Bogaard et al., 2017) and Hodder (2013, 2014b) lists
a vast number of similarities and shared features between
nearby buildings; he also suggests that similar groups of
buildings might have shared burials location, perhaps within
history houses (Hodder, 2014a). Furthermore, neighboring
houses show a strong interconnectivity that Hodder (2013,
2014b) refers to possible cooperative practices like herding
of animals or hunting of big animals. The same observation
is made by Bogaard et al. (2017) when they investigated
patterns of legume consumption between adjacent burnt building
in the North Area (B.131, B.77, and B.52); in this study
they suggest the important role cooperation played in early
agricultural societies.

As mentioned previously, the idea of spatially clustering
buildings forming neighborhoods as a manner of organizing

social relations within the Neolithic dense agglomeration of
central Anatolia and beyond, has be suggested before (Düring
and Marciniak, 2006; Düring, 2007b, 2013; Hodder and
Pels, 2010; Rollefson and Kafafi, 2013). Spatial clustering of
structures has been observed at other megasites and not only
at Çatalhöyük. For instance, at the 9th millennium Central
Anatolian (Cappadocia) site of Aşiklı Höyük buildings were
organized in clearly defined neighborhoods divided by small
alleys (Özbaşaran, 2011, 2012; Özbaşaran and Duru, 2015). Aşiklı
Höyük predates Çatalhöyük and in many ways anticipates same
of the features that would appear later in the Konya Plain such
as the clustered nature of habitations and the role of continuity
in house construction reflecting a strong commitment to place
(Düring, 2005, 2011; Özbaşaran, 2011, 2012).

At ‘Ain Ghazal, the best excavated Jordanian megasite,
Rollefson (2015) observes that agglomerating houses that appear
being occupied by single nuclear families were economically
independent, although they probably shared resources within
spatially clustered social groups, likely kin-based. Moreover,
patterns of habitation based on strong spatial clustering and
modular spatial segregation have been observed at other
7th millennium sites like Tell Sabi Abyad (Bernbeck, 2008,
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2013; Akkermans, 2013). While modularity at Çatalhöyük is
very weak, archaeologists at Tell Sabi Abyad in Syria have
discerned a settlement organization based on a sharp spatial
segmentation of built structures. It has been suggested that
the community at this site and at other large Halaf sites (e.g.,
Domuztepe, Kazane Hoyuk, or earlier Syrian sites like Tell
Mounbatah and El Kerkh) was formed by partially autonomous
and kin-based clusters of buildings functioning at the same
time but dispersed in the landscape (Akkermans, 2013, 2014).
Additionally, it has been possible to observed that within the
above-mentioned communities, occupation continually changed
and shifted horizontally within the perimeter of the site, creating
a vast area of archaeological remains that was however never fully
and densely occupied. These fragmented settlements have been
able to maintain a strong sense of a united community through
their occupation (Akkermans, 2013). This type of habitation has
been compared to the later levels at Çatalhöyük in which the
settlement becomes less clustered and more dispersed than in
earlier periods (Hodder, 2014a). It should be noted that a clear
understanding of building contemporaneity and rates of change
at Çatalhöyük and other megasites is lacking and that, despite the
extensive excavation conducted by the ÇRP, only a fraction of the
East Mound stratigraphy has been uncovered (see Akkermans,
2013; Hodder and Farid, 2014; Bernardini and Schachner, 2018).

Some of the adjacent buildings that cluster in the same
algorithmically defined community are not contemporary; this
is the case, for instance, of B.131 (North Gc) and B.77 (North
Gb) in the middle network, or B.132 (North F) and B.1 or B.3
(North G). The groups of buildings detected by the algorithm
could point to something different from the presence of tightly
clustered neighborhoods on site and on the contrary highlight
a more sparse and flexible habitation pattern that was however
deeply committed to place and to the repetition of same practices
in the same places or the residence of affiliated groups or
corporate bodies in the same part of the site. This is evident in
the reconstructions of houses in stacks in the same place that
represent the persistent search for continuity in social roles and
relations and the evidence of history making (Hodder and Pels,
2010; Hodder, 2018; Matthews, 2018).

It should also be said that the groups isolated by the
Louvain algorithm could speak to many types of relations
between buildings. These groups could be formed by buildings
that share a common ancestral affiliation or even a functional
affiliation; whichever was the connection between them it had a
spatial nature.

Geographical modularity, however, is just part of the story;
what is really striking at Çatalhöyük is the level of homogeneity
and overall intensity of connectivity throughout the entire site.
It should be remembered that all three networks buildings
are hugely interconnected and the values of community
maximization (Qmax) are extremely low and modularity is very
poor. There is a marked sense of an overall site-wide shared
community identity which appears to be maintained throughout
the entire occupation. The middle network is almost impossible
to disentangle given the intensity of connectivity. All three
networks display affiliation of buildings through shared practices
that cross-cut geographical location and Louvain community

assignment and bring different parts and groups together. Some
of these “linking” practices seem to be the related with mural
painting motives (e.g., B.96–orange module), burial practices are
both very restricted (e.g., B.6, B.160, B.162–wooden plank in
burials or scat of carnivores in burials) and widespread like the
presence of isolated heads (e.g., B.96). These types of site-wide
connections seem to fit with the proposed idea of the existence
of affiliations between buildings as religious sodalities that were
bridging different parts of themound (Mills, 2014). Undoubtedly,
we are seeing different forms of affiliation and corporate identities
that must have been multifarious and dynamic and that were
interacting at different temporal scales (Cohen, 2000; Benz, 2017;
Finlayson and Makarewicz, 2017).

In terms of temporal change, it should be stressed that
the early network is the easiest to disentangle; furthermore,
marked idiosyncrasies are observable in this network when
the materials/practices that connect buildings are analyzed.
In contrast, the middle network is more homogeneous, and
it is extremely difficult to isolate practices and objects that
define specific communities. This variability in the early
occupation of the site fits well with the a process of community
formation and with the idea of the “community born to
keep together multiple identities” and possibly different groups
coalescing at Çatalhöyük (Finlayson and Makarewicz, 2017).
These different identities appear to be homogenized over
time, leading to the high levels of interconnectivity observed
during the middle network. Spatial proximity might have been
sought in order to facilitate a strong sense of community and
social cohesion. Through the dense and complex archaeological
datasets Çatalhöyük, the network and modularity analyses
conducted in this study have provided the opportunity to
“discern. . . the tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the
termites’ gnawing.”
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